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I t  has been shown that suitable moderated charge with two coirp nents can be found 
such that in a tapered bore gun the pressure driving the ahotjremaina absolutely constant 
throughout the period when the second component burns, the eonstant pressure being 
the prea'sure at the 'burnt' of the firbt component. 
In a recent paper Ray1 demonstrated that if a moderated charge of two components- 
(pf which first component is known and the secoad component is also known except for 
the size and shape) burns in an orthodox gun of k n o w  constant cross sectional area, 
the pressure, during the period the second burns, can be kept consf-ant by suitable choice 
of the size and shape of the second component. In the present paper we have demons- 
trated that a constant press~re~phase can be attained in the second stage of burning by a 
suitable choice of the size of the second component (all other physical properties regarding 
the two components being knom) and a suitable choice of cross sectional area. 
B A L L I S T I C  E Q U A T X O N S  W H E N  T H E  F I R S T  C O M P O N E N T  
B U R N S  
Assuming (i) linear rate of burning and (ii) neglecting co-volume terms, the funda- 
mental equations of internal ballistics are : 
where the suffix 1 represents the first component. 
The area of the cross section A of the bore is assumed to be a continuous and differen- 
tiable function of the shot travel, i.e. x ; A, being the area of the cross section at x = 0 
and we take 
A = A ( x )  (5) 
To rewrite the equations (1) to (5) in terms of nos-dimensional variables, we make the 
following transformations. 
The transformed equations are 
and A = A (6) 16,- * (14) 
Equations (10) to (14) are to be integrated with the initial conditions 6 = &, , 1 - 0 , 
6 = t;o and A = A,. Kapwz explained method of solving the ballistic equations for tapered 
bore gun. Now suppose hI , TBI , ZB!  , the values of , 7 , and 5 at the ins- 
tant when the first component burns out,\ are known. - 
The equations are e - 
n df' = - p2p 
' 1  I '  at (17) 
2 2  = ( I - f 2 )  ( l + % f * )  - , (18) 
Her6 we shall assume a solution P = 931 (if possible) and suppose that these equations 
& t e e  the unknown funotions A ,  x , Zz and f2 subject to the oonditiom-, 
x = x v = vB1 , and A = A B ~  atf2 = 1 Bl ' 
Following Ray's method we get, 
dZ, AD, P C  - = -Yv-  dfs Pa '(19) 
an+ ' v = (20) 
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From (18) and (19) we get . - -, 
I - 'D2.p 
- - l + 9  ---- 
\ .  "- 3'472Pa A B ~  * (21); 
Now if the s* ( 9, ) of the second oomponent be known, the size (DBJ&) can be deter- 
&ed from the relation (21). 
Is order to get area in the sewn$ stage of burning, we proceed as followa : 
- 
, 
av From (I%), (19) and from the relation - = - - 
dfa we have the &st &wi 
tial equation satisfied by area A during the seoond stage of burning as- follows : 
dA 
- ( 9 , - 2 9 , f 2 - 1 )  =- 
#a 
YD2z A8 - 202A 
\ F*%&32"', (22) 
Solying (22) we have for 0, = 0 
, A. - 
I 
(23) 
and for 8, # 0 and - 1 
292 + - P & 1 ( l + 9 2 ) 2  
m 3 1 2  - - < 1 + 292h - 8, )2 
.Pa.] ( 1 + 92 )a ( 1 + @ d 2  (24) 
yvBl2 
F?@% where 8 " = ~ p - ~ *  3 
/ - 
The simultaneous satisfaction of equati~n (21) and (23) or (24) gives the aondition 
that P = Psi , may be a solution of the equatiaris (f5) to (18) if the shape of the second 
component be considered known. L 
,' ' 
D e t e m W i m  of a: and v 
Case I : 9? = 0 
From (23) wr, have M 
, ($).= 1 + ~ . ( l - - f , )  
*ere Mo = - aP#1 
Y'-),< 
Then from-(20) we get, - .  , 
We shdl consider two oases : 
B t h m e  I : 
Let 
The9 * > \ 
v = vBl + [ ( 4O22Kl2 - f l 2  )f - ( 4922K12 - i 1 + B2 la i t]  (21) 
!32% 1/282K 
and 
x - x B l  = x 2  [ & K :  {sin-' -sibl f; I + &  x 
292Kl w* + 4 x 2  
+ 2/ 4g22Ki2 - ( 1 f 02 X 
+ --- 
P Po 
- . ( I  + & - f i )  202 Y A B ~  5 ~ 1  \ (28) 
( 1 + e2 ) 1 2/M7 PO3l2 AO where K2 = 
y3l2 ' IBI 5 ~ 1  4 2 8 2  As1 
rSuhse I I : 9, < 0 
v = 'vB, - 2 0 2 0 2  Pz% 4 z 2 K  [ ( g2 - K32 ) 
and 
1 + 92  Po A0 I + ----- ( 1 + e 2 - - A t )  24 7" As1 {si (30) 
where K,' = ( 1 + 0 2 ,  4a1 Po".' A0 
i Y3I2 r ] ~ i  1 ; ~ i  2/X ABI 
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Hence the equations (24), (26), (28) and (30) give the area, A 'for any shot travel for 
all values of 0, except at O2 = - 1. The numerical vblues of x and f2 and A have been 
calculated for negative >v&e9 of 8,. 
In order to check whether area thus obtained is decreasing, the numerical values have 
been obtained and for the simplicity of calculations we consider that the area in the first 
stage of burning is constant. The solution of the equations during the first stage of burn- 
ing having constant bore area are obtainable from tables given in H.M.S.O. (1961). 
Let Po = 1, M ,  = 1.254, c0 = 0.2, Y, = 1 - 4  , 6, = 0 
\ ! 
then ~ B I  K = o.800. 
Further we take 0, = - 0.2 
then 
Let & = 1 ,  M,=l, t;,=0.1, Y1=1.4, d l = O  
. thed 
and CBI = 0.404 
* 
4 C A/AB1 1 [ f s l  [ ( X-q31 )I1 I  
A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T  
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